DSQ Pattern Collection Errata
OK, so we’re not perfect. Thanks to a couple of sharp sewers, we’ve discovered a few mistakes in our patterns.
The first print editions of some of the patterns contain the following errors, as excerpted below. Subsequent
print editions have been corrected. PDF versions have the corrected information. The corrections are shown in
bold type. Sorry for any inconvenience these errors may have caused you!

Mae's Bouquet (page 4)
The pre-cut Modern Solid Hexagon bundle is machine cut, so the sides measure closer to 2-3/8", rather than
2-1/2". If you want to sew your quilt top using the English Paper Piecing method (EEP) rather than machinesewing y-seams, you'll need papers with sides measuring 2".

Ship's Ladder – Fabric Requirements table (page 2)
Total background and binding fabric for the queen size should be 5-7/8 yds.

Flower Chain Pattern – Side 1 Template

On the first edition of the pattern sheet, the Flower Chain Template on Side 1 was printed larger than actual
size. Copy Side 1 at 82% of the size shown, contact us for a revised template sheet, or draft a template from
the Quilting Template on Side 2 of the pattern sheet.

McCall Spool Pattern – Sewing Information, Seam Allowances (page 2 of 3)
The McCall instruction sheet calls for 1/2 inch seam allowance, unless otherwise indicated. Seam allowances
throughout are 1/4 inch.

Stacking the Odds – Cutting and Sewing Baby Quilt Borders (pages 5, 11)
Cutting Instructions for the Background and Border
1. There are two different background stripes. To cut Background Stripe A, cut (o) (2) (4) (6) selvageto-selvage strips, (0) (7-1/2") (7-1/2") (7-1/2") wide. To cut Background Stripe B, cut 2 selvage-toselvage strips 6-3/8" wide.
2. To cut the Top Border, cut (2) (2) (2) (3) selvage-to-selvage strips, (7-1/4") (7-3/4") (11") (11") wide.
3. To cut the Bottom Border, cut (2) (2) (2) (3) selvage-to-selvage strips, (7-1/4") (10-5/8") (12-3/8") (123/8") wide.
4. To cut the Side Border, cut (3) (4) (4) (4) selvage-to-selvage strips, (7-1/4") (11-5/8") (12") (12") wide.
5. Trim all selvage edges.
Sewing Instructions for the Border
For each quilt, you’ll need 1 Top, 1 Bottom, and 2 Side Borders.
1.		 With right sides together and placed end to end, stitch together the (2) (2) (2) (3) Top Border Pieces to
make one long strip. Repeat for Bottom Border pieces. Cut each strip into (44-1/4") (68") (86") (103")
long pieces.
2. Stitch together the (3) (4) (4) (4) Side Border Pieces, end to end, to make one long strip. Cut this strip
into 2 (46.25") (70-5/8") (70-5/8") (70-5/8") long Side Borders.
3.		 With right sides together, sew Borders to the sides first. Then sew the Top and Bottom Borders to
make the quilt top. Press seams toward the Border.

Stacking the Odds – Usage of Hope Valley Fabric (page 4)
Depending on how you lay out the Templates on your fat quarters, you might come up a bit short on a few
of the fabrics when making the quilt in queen or king size. Please feel free to substitute from the other
Hope Valley fabrics used in this quilt pattern.

Thanks for your support, and happy quilting!

